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Topics:

• The Elements of the Case for Copyright Infringement
• Dissection and Holism and the Idea of “Improper 

Appropriation”
• Section 106 of the Copyright Act



Subject to sections 107 through 122 [recall: Section 107 is fair use], the owner of copyright 
under this title has the exclusive rights to do and to authorize any of the following: 

(1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords; 

(2) to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted work; 

(3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other 
transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending; 

(4) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion 
pictures and other audiovisual works, to perform the copyrighted work publicly; 

(5) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and 
pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works, including the individual images of a motion picture or 
other audiovisual work, to display the copyrighted work publicly; and 

(6) in the case of sound recordings, to perform the copyrighted work publicly by means of a 
digital audio transmission.

Section 106: The exclusive rights of the copyright owner



What can the copyright owner sue over (and what can the copyright owner license / grant 
permission to do – for free, or in exchange for $$$; what should a potential user think about 
asking permission for)?

1) reproducing (copying); 
2) adapting; 
3) distributing; 
4) publicly performing (for some works); 
5) publicly displaying (for some works); subject to

BUT: … fair use (not infringing) … idea/expression; facts/systems/processes (not covered by 
copyright in the first place) … other exceptions (Sections 108-122)

What else is not covered?  
1) copying unfixed works; 
2) “using” the work;
3) plagiarising the work;
4) failing to identify the author of the work;
5) associating the author with unwanted people/beliefs/other works …

… unless a violation of Section 106 can be proved.  Breaches of contract (licenses, Terms of 
Use) may be additional claims, unless they are preempted by Section 301.

Section 106: The exclusive rights of the copyright owner



1/ Creation and distribution:  Copyright law aims to provide incentives 
to produce and distribute works of authorship (i.e., creativity, or 
“expression”) by granting exclusive rights to authors and publishers. 
That leads to ... Progress! 

Implication: a focus on strong exclusive rights!  (© feels property-like)

2/ Access:  Copyright law aims to secure the ability of readers, 
listeners, viewers, consumers, new authors, and the public generally to 
access and re-use (expressive) material.  That also leads to … Progress!

Implication: a focus on limited exclusive rights, the public domain 
(idea/expression) and fair use! (© feels tort-like)

Compare how the same goals [balance] are reflected in the structure of 
Sections 107 (fair use) and 102 (copyrightability).

Section 106: Understanding the exclusive rights of the copyright owner in light of
copyright’s underlying public policy goals



1. Ownership of a valid copyright. US authors must plead possession of a 
Certificate of Registration. That creates a (rebuttable) presumption of validity 
if the work is registered w/in 5 years of publication (Section 410(c)).

2. Defendant’s unauthorized exercise of a right provided exclusively to the 
copyright owner in Section 106:

2(a)  Defendant actually copied the plaintiff’s work of authorship (copying 
in fact) [Where does this appear in the statute? It does not!]:

2(a)(1) Direct evidence (admission by deft, or documentary/ 
testimonial evidence) OR

2(a)(2) Circumstantial evidence, consisting of (i) access AND (ii) 
(“probative” or substantial) similarity

2(b)  AND: Defendant improperly appropriated the plaintiff’s work 
(copying - literally, or by substantial similarity).

[This structure applies to all of Section 106.]

Working with exclusive rights:  pleading the elements of a claim for © infringement



1.    Ownership of a valid copyright. US authors must plead possession of a 
Certificate of Registration. That creates a (rebuttable) presumption of validity 
if the work is registered w/in 5 years of publication (Section 410(c)).

2.    Defendant’s unauthorized exercise of a right provided exclusively to the 
copyright owner in Section 106:

2(a)  Defendant actually copied the plaintiff’s work of authorship 
(copying in fact):

2(a)(1) Direct evidence (admission by deft, or documentary/ 
testimonial evidence) OR

2(a)(2) Circumstantial evidence, consisting of (i) access AND (ii) 
(probative or substantial) similarity

2(b)  AND: Defendant improperly appropriated the plaintiff’s work 
(copying - literally, or by substantial similarity).

[In practice, it is rarely as clean and clear as this!]

Working with exclusive rights:  pleading the elements of a claim for © infringement



A required element, for any 
infringement claim: The defendant 
copied from the plaintiff.  
That means:  Independent creation 
by the defendant is a complete 
defense to a claim of © infringement.
• Copied what?
• And how is copying proved?

Proving that the defendant copied from the plaintiff



The rhythm:  Did the producers of Disturbia copy from Rear Window?  (In all 
likelihood: yes.  How would that be proved?)  But:  what did they copy? Did they 
appropriate any “thing” [“an original work of authorship”] that belonged to the 
producers of Rear Window?  Did the defendants interfere with any protected interest 
of the plaintiff?  Why?  Why not?

V.



Compare the works element by element 
(dissect the works)?  (Usually, that’s done for the 
actual copying element)
Or … compare the works as a whole
(view them holistically)?  (Usually, that’s done for 
the improper appropriation element)

Which approach is consistent with the Copyright 
Act?

Which approach is consistent with the public policy 
goals of copyright?

Nb. copying from the public domain and copying 
ideas, facts, processes, systems, and other 
uncopyrightable material is not only a good idea –
it’s the law.

Idea

Expression

Actual copying: Consider different “patterns of generality,” or “levels of abstraction.” 
(Nichols v. Universal Pictures Corp. (2d Cir. 1930))



Three Boys Music Corp. v. Bolton (9th Cir. 2000)
Plaintiff:  “Love Is a Wonderful Thing” Defendant:  “Love Is a Wonderful Thing”

Copying (from) the plaintiff’s work (expression), or from the public domain (idea, 

fact, system, process)? 



Selle v. Gibb (7th Cir. 1984)
Plaintiff:  “Let It End” Defendant:  “How Deep Is Your Love”

Copying (from) the plaintiff’s work (expression), or from the public domain (idea, 

fact, system, process)? 

An “inverse ratio” rule: a “sliding scale” of evidence of copying / substantial 
similarity may be sufficient; “striking similarity” may suffice to prove the plaintiff’s 

case given the lack of evidence of alternative sources for the defendant’s work.



Selle v. Gibb (7th Cir. 1984)

Copying (from) the plaintiff’s work (expression), or from the public domain (idea, 

fact, system, process)? 

Some of the exhibits prepared by the plaintiff’s expert. Source: M. Fletcher
Reynolds, Selle v. Gibb and the Forensic Analysis of Plagiarism (published
online 1992; https://www.jstor.org/stable/40374202)



Actual copying?  Precisely: what is the likelihood that the accused infringer copied 
(from) the plaintiff’s work? How does the plaintiff prove the case?

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/B000E6FSQ6/sr=8-1/qid=1269957620/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=5174&s=music&qid=1269957620&sr=8-1


Ty, Inc. v. GMA Accessories, Inc. (7th Cir. 1997)

Copying from the plaintiff’s pig, or from a real pig?



Ty, Inc. v. GMA Accessories, Inc. (7th Cir. 1997)

Copying from the plaintiff’s pig, or from a real pig?




